A. Introduction
On the same day that the United States Supreme Court handed down its much anticipated decisions on affirmative action in higher education, holding that the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution permits a degree of race-consciousness in public university admissions, 1 it also issued a far less heralded decision with implications for the ability of the states to address historical injustice. In American Insurance Association v. Garamendi (Garamendi), 2 five members of the Court, led by Justice Souter, found that California's Holocaust Victim Insurance Relief Act of 1999 (HVIRA) 3 "interferes with the National Government's conduct of foreign relations" 4 and is therefore preempted.
B. Background on HVIRA
HVIRA requires insurance companies doing business in California that sold policies in Europe between 1920 and 1945 to file certain information with the state's Commissioner of Insurance. 5 The required disclosures include the names of holders and beneficiaries of such policies and their cities of origin, as well as information about the disposition of the policies. 6 A company's failure to comply with the Companies that engaged in these behaviors were not made to answer for their transgressions until the late 1990s, and California was among the most determined jurisdictions to take them on. The statutory initiatives that state took in 1999 were designed to provide an effective avenue to relief for California residents when they had none. HVIRA, together with related provisions, one creating a special team within the California Division of Insurance to search through insurance company archives 14 and another extending the statute of limitations in California state courts for insurance-related claims arising out of the Holocaust until 2010, 15 enables California residents who may have been wrongfully denied insurance proceeds to identify policies and seek overdue payment. The disclosure provision of HVIRA, however, was the sole provision at issue in Garamendi. 16 Insurers argued that this wellintended effort intruded upon the President's authority over foreign affairs. 17
C. What Preempts HVIRA?
In July of 2000, U.S. President Bill Clinton entered into an executive agreement with German Chancellor Gerhard Schroder under which the German government and a consortium of German companies would create and fund a ten billion DM foundation to compensate the victims of Nazi forced labor and theft ("the Foundation"). 18 In return, the United States agreed to submit a "Statement of Interest" in all future lawsuits filed in American courts stating that it is in the interest of the United States that the Foundation be understood to constitute the exclusive forum for claims arising out of the Nazi era. 19 Furthermore, the U.S. government agreed to use its "best efforts" to persuade the states to give the Foundation the same priority. 20 Separately, in 1998, American, European, Israeli and Jewish groups (including insurance companies, insurance regulators and Holocaust survivors) privately organ- 
ized the International Commission on Holocaust Era Insurance Claims (ICHEIC). 21 The ICHEIC was designed specifically to settle claims related to the various insurance abuses discussed above. Like the Foundation, the ICHEIC was intended to divert would-be plaintiffs from the courtroom to a private body that would use allegedly expeditious procedures 22 and relaxed standards of proof to resolve claims. 23 Then, in the same Executive Agreement that provided for the Foundation two years later, the U.S. and Germany also agreed to resolve claims against German insurers using procedures drawn up by the Foundation in cooperation with the ICHEIC, and in 2002, the Foundation provided the ICHEIC with 200 million DM to settle insurance claims. 24 Not surprisingly, the majority and dissent in Garamendi agreed on the overarching principle "that at some point, an exercise of state power that touches on foreign relations must yield to the national government's policy, given the 'concern for uniformity in [American] dealings with foreign nations.'" 25 The "national government's policy" often means Presidential policy, though textual support for executive autonomy in this arena is scant. 26 It is nonetheless a "longstanding practice" 27 for the President to enter into executive agreements without Congressional approval, sometimes even "to settle claims of American nationals against foreign governments." 28 Furthermore, as the Court observes, such executive agreements "are fit to preempt state law, just as treaties are." 29 21 Garamendi, supra note 2, at 2382. 22 The ICHEIC has faced charges of having "so far produced little." Insurance and the Holocaust: Line to Nowhere, THE ECONOMIST Aug 2-8, 2003 at 61-62. 23 See, Garamendi, supra note 2, at 2382. 24 See, id. 25 See, id. at 2386. Accord id. at 2395, (Ginsburg, J. dissenting): "Absent a clear statement aimed at disclosure requirements by the 'one voice' to which courts properly defer in matters of foreign affairs, I would leave intact California's enactment." The necessity for a single voice is unanimously accepted, but Justice Ginsburg would not have found that the voice had spoken. 26 See, id.at 2386. 27 Id .at 2387. 28 Id. 29 
See, id.
American preemption doctrine provides that a federal law may preempt a state law expressly or impliedly. 30 In the case of implied preemption, the Supreme Court has recognized at least two types[:] field preemption, where the scheme of federal regulation is so pervasive as to make reasonable the inference that Congress left no room for the States to supplement it, and conflict preemption, where compliance with both federal and state regulations is a physical impossibility, or where state law stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and objectives of Congress. 31 In Garamendi, Justice Souter and the majority found a conflict, though the dissenters saw none.
The Rehnquist Court divided along unusual lines, considering that the issue is one of federalism. Justice Souter's opinion for the Court was joined by the Chief Justice, as well as Justices Kennedy, O'Connor, and Breyer. Justice Ginsburg authored the sole dissent, joined by Justices Stevens, Scalia and Thomas. As any observer of the Court's recent decisions concerning various facets of the American federalist arrangement are acutely aware, it would be difficult for even the most devoted formalist to ignore the transparently ideological split over so-called "states rights." 32 One ought to be surprised, therefore, to find Justices Ginsburg and Scalia, or Justice Breyer and the Chief Justice, allied. What might account for this sudden change in the Court's line-up?
Quite possibly, the matter involved nothing of political import, turning instead on a purely technical question on which reasonable minds, of whatever ideological proclivities, could easily disagree. Preemption cases sometimes require disengaged judgments about the extent to which a "field" has been "occupied" or a "conflict" exists. Five members, of various political predispositions, agreed that the California law conflicted with the Executive Agreement, while four equally dissimilar members believed that conflict preemption would only have been warranted in the case of explicit mention of insurance policy disclosure in the Executive Agreement.
The quirkiness of nine individual reactions to a technical question may do some of the work of explaining the strangeness of the Court's division, but I do not believe 30 
that it completes the job. Garamendi brings together an astonishing mix of current and politically charged issues, of which federalism is only one. Also implicated in Garamendi are the President's authority over foreign affairs, an issue of renewed interest in any time of war; and redressing past injustice, omnipresent in affirmative action jurisprudence as well as in recent discussions of reparations for American slavery, South African Apartheid, the sexual exploitation of Asian-Pacific "comfort women" by the Japanese army during World War II, as well as the Holocaust. If only one of these three issues, federalism, executive wartime autonomy, or addressing historical injustice, were implicated in Garamendi, perhaps the split would have fallen along more predictable lines. It is, however, the fact that all three issues appeared in a single, seemingly narrow legal question, that shook things up. Both Justice Souter's opinion for the majority and Justice Ginsburg's dissent strain to maintain their focus on the narrow issue of preemption, but neither manages to avoid entirely betraying its author's peripheral apprehensions.
Just what conflict did the majority see that so thoroughly eluded the dissenters? Surely Justice Ginsburg was correct to observe that the Executive Agreement makes no mention of disclosure of insurance policy information, the sole object of regulation under HVIRA. 33 Further, as Justice Souter concedes, the United States took the position, while negotiating the Executive Agreement, that it could guarantee the behavior of neither the states nor the federal courts, but could only urge that the German Foundation be regarded as the exclusive forum for pertinent claims, in effect disclaiming preemptive authority. 34 With what exactly, then, does HVIRA conflict?
The absence of specific contradictory provisions posed no obstacle for Justice Souter, who found "evidence of a clear conflict," 35 not in the text of the Executive Agreement, but in the foreign policy "embod[ied]" therein, 36 and to discern the embodied policy, Justice Souter referred to his own "account of negotiations" leading to the Executive Agreement. 37 As he explained, "Presidential foreign policy has been to encourage European governments and companies to volunteer settlement funds in preference to litigation or coercive sanctions." 38 The national policy with 33 See, Garamendi, supra note 2, at 2399 (Ginsburg, J. dissenting). 34 Id. at 2382. 35 Id. at 2390. 36 Id. at 2388. 37 Id. at 2390. 38 Id.
which HVIRA conflicts does not regard disclosure of insurance information. The offended national policy is the Presidential preference for diplomacy over litigation. "As for insurance claims in particular, the national position, expressed unmistakably in the executive agreement[] signed by the President with Germany… has been to encourage European insurers to work with the ICHEIC to develop acceptable claim procedures governing disclosure of policy information." 39 But again, the Executive Agreement does not mention disclosure. This "unmistakable expression," therefore, is the fact of a negotiated agreement, rather than the content of that agreement. "California seeks to use an iron fist where the President has consistently chosen kid gloves," concluded Justice Souter. 40 The Court inferred a conflict from the process undertaken by the executive branch.
But this process was not, in the eyes of Justice Ginsburg, sufficient to preempt the substance of HVIRA. In her dissent, Justice Ginsburg reexamines the precedent relied upon by the majority and demonstrates that in cases of "executive agreements to which [the Court has] accorded preemptive effect" 41 it was on the express terms of the agreement that the Court relied. 42 The majority may well have recognized this truth, for Justice Souter strives to generate a conflict from the express terms of text, but the text cited is not that of the Executive Agreement. Instead, he recounts letters by Deputy Treasury Secretary Stuart Eizenstat designed to persuade California's Governor and Insurance Commissioner that HVIRA "threatened to damage the cooperative spirit" required for the ICHEIC to function and could even "derail" the Executive Agreement providing for the Foundation. 43 [Vol. 04 No. 11
As Justice Ginsburg points out, however, judicial reliance on "statements of that order…[places] considerable power of foreign affairs preemption in the hands of individual sub-Cabinet members of the Executive Branch." 45 While the central apprehensions of the majority revolve around California's exertion of coercive power over culpable foreign corporations, Justice Ginsburg appears to be more concerned about the majority's dangerous and unprecedented expansion of authority formerly located only in the highest echelons of the executive branch.
Further, this extension of preemptive authority comes in an area of a traditional state function, i.e., insurance regulation. California asserted a legislative purpose of ensuring the availability of "marketplace information for California consumers," but the majority "discount[ed]" 46 that interest because it "singles out only policies issued by European companies, in Europe, to European residents, at least 55 years ago." 47 Justice Ginsburg observes that "States have broad authority to regulate the insurance industry [and that] a State does not exceed that authority by assigning special significance to an insurer's treatment of claims arising out of [the Holocaust] era." 48 The majority experiences its most acute uneasiness at precisely the idea of the state flexing its regulatory muscle in the face of guilty corporate actors for the benefit of Holocaust survivors, while the dissent steadfastly resists presuming that a remedial purpose is outside the reach of state regulators.
In addition, the Court's radically expanded conception of conflict preemption enabled it to expand in turn its own power to assess both the scope and the particulars of foreign diplomacy under the guise of protecting executive autonomy in that area. Justice Souter begins his opinion with a description of the abuses perpetrated by European insurers and continues, seamlessly, with a discussion of post-war diplomacy resulting in the deferral of claims "arising out of the war." 49 By recounting the tale in this fashion, Justice Souter places the insurance claims squarely under the rubric of post-war reparations, a subject properly suited to diplomatic, rather than judicial, resolution, but he does so on an entirely conclusory basis, ("[t]hese confiscations and frustrations of claims fell within the subject of reparations, which became a principal object of Allied diplomacy,") 50 never bothering to 45 Id. at 2401 (Ginsburg, J. dissenting). 46 Id. at 2397, n.1 (Ginsburg, J. dissenting). 47 Id. at 2392. 48 Id. at 2397, n.1 (Ginsburg, J. dissenting). 49 Id. at 2379-80. 50 Id. at 2380. explain why the insurance abuses, many of which occurred after 1945, were not properly the subject of civil litigation.
Then, in the Court's continuing account, a rash of class action lawsuits erupts fifty years later, following the reunification of Germany and the end of a moratorium on war-related claims, 51 only to have the United States government, in the person of Stuart Eizenstat, step in to divert the claims from a judicial forum to a diplomatic one. 52 The majority apparently found this a sensible move: the opinion notes approvingly that the policy pursued by Eizenstat takes account of all of the pertinent interests, including respect for German privacy laws, "the national interest in maintaining amicable relationships with current European allies, survivors' interests in a 'fair and prompt' but nonadversarial resolution of their claims… and the companies' interest in securing 'legal peace. '" 53 The dissent, however, chronicles events a bit differently. Justice Ginsburg's version reminds readers that post-war diplomacy included no resolution of insurance claims. 54 "European insurers, encountering no official compulsion, were themselves scarcely inclined to settle claims; turning claimants away, they relied on the absence of formal documentation and other technical infirmities that legions of Holocaust survivors were in no position to remedy." 55 Justice Ginsburg credits litigation with "provid[ing] a spur to action," 56 prompting European insurers, who had ignored these claimants for a half-century, to form the ICHEIC (which both the majority and dissent refer to, ironically, as a "voluntary" organization). 57 Indeed, the majority implicitly concurs in Justice Ginsburg's assessment when it notes the companies' interest in "legal peace," i.e., an end to the lawsuits. 53 Garamendi, supra note 2, at 2391. 54 See, id. at 2395, (Ginsburg, J. dissenting). 55 Id. (Ginsburg, J. dissenting). 56 Id. (Ginsburg, J. dissenting). 57 Id. at 2396 (Ginsburg, J. dissenting). Accord id. at 2382
The majority frets over the possibility, raised in Eizenstat's letters to California officials, that litigation has "placed the [federal] Government at a disadvantage in obtaining practical results" through diplomacy, 58 but this fear is poorly-founded. It never came to pass that California's renegade refusal to acquiesce to Eizenstat's wishes "derailed" diplomatic efforts. Why would it? If litigation is what brought the recalcitrant companies to the table after fifty years, is it not more than likely that the bargaining power of the claimants' representatives would be fortified by the specter of additional litigation? Might not the willingness of the companies to engage in conciliatory efforts increase as a result of legal conditions created by state law? Rather than attempting to exclude California, Eizenstat could have brought it and other states to the table, to wield the threat of laws such as HVIRA, and thereby further the alleged goals of fairness and promptness for survivors. 59 The two mechanisms, the threat of state litigation and the executive diplomatic approach, were not necessarily in conflict. By granting Eizenstat's letters preemptive power, the Court ratified their content, that is, ratified the sub-cabinet angst over state remedial action. To decide the case as it did, the Court had to subscribe to Eizenstat's unsubstantiated view that California's actions threatened to derail diplomatic negotiations. Otherwise, what conflict would there be? The Court decided not merely to strike down a state law in deference to federal policy regardless of its wisdom, but rather that Eizenstat's position that state activity threatened rather than advanced negotiations was in fact correct.
D. Conclusion
While Justices Ginsburg and Stevens crossed lines on federalism, arguing for the more constricted reach of federal power under the preemption doctrine, 60 they were staunch in their wariness of an extension of unfettered executive branch authority over international matters beyond the President and Cabinet, as well as in their support for state leeway to address past injustice, a position also evidenced in their support for affirmative action. 61 Likewise, the Chief Justice found himself support-58 Id. at 2392. 59 Relatedly, disclosures made pursuant to HVIRA could enable a claimant to identify a policy that could form the basis for a claim with the ICHEIC. See, id. at 2397 (Ginsburg, J. dissenting). 60 It should be noted that Justice Ginsburg maintained that executive power was compromised rather than preserved by the majority because the Court did not "reserve foreign affairs preemption for circumstances where the President… has spoken clearly to the issue at hand." Id. at 2401 (Ginsburg, J. dissenting).
ing an expansive understanding of federal power in this case, 62 and against state autonomy even in an area of traditional state functioning, 63 but undoubtedly drew comfort from the familiarity of his surroundings on the matters of executive autonomy in a time of war 64 and state authority to redress past injustice. 65 Justices Scalia and Thomas rested most easily the night they signed onto the dissenting opinion in Garamendi not only because they were able to stick to their guns on a federalism doctrine, but also because they found a remedy for a past wrong they could live with, one that operates as the neatest of tort or contract claims does, with clearly identified plaintiffs and defendants in which one is alleged to have committed a civil wrong directly against the other. 66 The California statutory scheme suffers from none of the messiness that characterizes affirmative action, a remedial regime that allocates benefits to parties without requiring them to establish their individual deservedness and tolerates costs for those who have not been charged with any wrongdoing. 67 62 Notice, however, that this case could have been decided on foreign commerce clause grounds and was not; whether HVIRA violated that clause was among the three questions in the grant of certiorari. Garamendi, supra note 2, at 2385, n. But Justice Ginsburg points out what the majority ignores, that the ICHEIC, the federal government's favored mechanism, has been slow, inefficient, and ineffective at bringing the companies into compliance. 72 Justice Souter is apparently more interested in whether the "objective" of aiding Holocaust survivors "dignifies" the federal government than he is in whether the survivors are "dignified" by the actual delivery of insurance proceeds. Holocaust survivors gain little from the "dignity" accorded by this usage.
Conceding that the justices "heard powerful arguments that [an] iron fist would work better [than kid gloves]," Justice Souter nonetheless insists that "the efficacy of the one approach versus the other are beside the point, since our business is not to judge the wisdom of the National Government's policy." 73 The only question for the Court, Justice Souter admonishes us, is whether a conflict exists. 74 But the existence or nonexistence of a conflict is not a chaste, technical question that can be answered on a plain comparative reading of two legal texts. To answer the ultimate question in a case of asserted conflict preemption, the Court must characterize the breadth and meaning of the laws alleged to conflict. In this case, the breadth and meaning cannot be gleaned without deliberation on the forbidden question of the "wisdom of the National Government's policy" a question awash in political 68 I have left out Justices Kennedy and O'Connor here due to their recurrent roles as "swing voters" on federalism cases. 69 See, e.g., Lopez, supra note 61, at 603-615 (Souter, J. dissenting), and id. at 615-631, (Breyer, J. dissenting). 70 Garamendi, supra note 2, at 2393. 71 Id.
72 Id. at 2396 (Ginsburg, J. dissenting). 73 Id. at 2393. 74 Id.
